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Manifiesto
The Texas Sales
Tax Rebate and
Cross-Border
Mexican Shoppers

Shoppers around the world cross borders
 from one country in order to shop in

another. In fact, shopping is increasingly
recognized as a primary motive for interna-
tional travel. Nowhere is this more evident than
at the Texas-Mexico border and at in-land
Texas retail destinations, where Mexican
shoppers are more and more seen as a retail
mainstay and a bonanza for many Texas retailers.

Although no data exist that specifically
measure the number of Mexican shoppers
who visit Texas annually, there are data that
demonstrate the significance of the Texas-
Mexico border relationship. In 2003, the
single largest source by far of international
visitors to Texas came from Mexico,
representing approximately 88 percent of
the total number of international visitors.1 In
that same year, nearly 39 million private
vehicles and 19 million pedestrians were
counted crossing the border from Mexico
into Texas. Similarly, 34 million vehicle and
15 million pedestrian crossings occurred
from Texas into Mexico at the various
border crossings.2 A report on the Mexican
market, prepared for the Texas Economic
Development Tourism Division, identified
Texas as one of the top three U.S. destina-
tions for Mexican travelers and shopping as
the main reason for traveling to Texas more
often than to any other U.S. destination.3

Better prices, higher quality, superior
service, greater product availability, added
purchasing power, marginal tax rate
differentials, avoidance of government
regulations, entertainment, and tourism are
but a few of the reasons why people travel
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to other countries to buy. Retail organiza-
tions and governments compete for
international tourists because they often
spend a significant amount of money
shopping for souvenirs and for goods that
may not be readily available or as afford-
able in their home country. One potential
incentive for international tourists to shop
in the United States is an exemption, or
rebate, on the state sales tax.4

The Texas Sales Tax Rebate

The U.S. Constitution prevents state
governments from taxing goods exported
to foreign countries. As a result, states
must grant sales tax exemptions or rebates
on goods sold in the United States and
shipped or taken to other countries. In an
effort to balance the potential benefits
while minimizing potential losses, border
states have taken different approaches to
complying with the constitutional constraint
on taxing goods purchased by international
tourists. The vast majority of the states
along the Canadian and Mexican borders
require that a foreign buyer or a certified
customs broker show proof that goods have
been shipped out of the country before
receiving a rebate for the state sales tax.
Texas is the only state on the Mexican
border that allows foreign shoppers to take
possession of the property in the United
States and receive a rebate on the state
sales tax, or manifiesto in Spanish,
through a licensed customs broker.5

How successful is this sales tax rebate
as an incentive for attracting Mexican
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At two large in-land
retail malls in Texas,
sales to international
customers (the vast
majority from Mexico)
represent up to 50
percent of total sales
for many of the stores.

shoppers to Texas? In an August 2004
survey, 212 Mexican shoppers were
randomly selected at two large destination
Texas retail centers. The findings of this
survey provide not only a profile of Mexi-
can consumer behavior at these centers,
but also insight into the effectiveness of the
sales tax rebate. The study also focuses on
Mexican customers’ perceptions of the
Texas sales tax rebate program as a
determinant of cross-border shopping and
increased spending.

Survey Findings

A self-administered survey was con-
ducted at two large in-land retail malls in
Texas that specialize in accessories,
apparel, footwear, home furnishings, health
and beauty products, leather goods, and
specialty items. According to recent
surveys administered by management of
the two malls, sales to international cus-
tomers (the vast majority from Mexico)
represent up to 50 percent of total sales for
many of the stores. The one-page ques-
tionnaire consisted of questions requesting
demographic information and the
respondent’s reasons for shopping at the
mall and level of satisfaction with the
shopping experience. Surveying was
conducted over a three-day period (Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday) during two succes-
sive weeks in August 2004, and a random
mall-intercept approach was used. A total
of 876 usable surveys were collected
during the six-day period, with 212 (or 24.2
percent) completed by Mexican residents.

The table on page 3 shows the demo-
graphics of the Mexican cross-border
shoppers responding to the survey. Overall,
the sample consists of middle-aged
wealthy Mexicans balanced between
highly educated (65 percent have com-
pleted college) men and women. Nearly all
(92 percent) of the Mexican cross-border
shoppers traveled by car, 78 percent
planned to spend more than $500 on their
shopping trip at the mall, and 74 percent
indicated previous shopping experience at
that mall. From the overall respondent pool,
three subgroups are pertinent to this study:
1) those who indicated that they planned to

file for the sales tax rebate and those who
did not plan to file for the rebate; 2) those
who indicated they were either satisfied or
unsatisfied with the application process for
the Texas state sales tax rebate; and 3)
those who indicated that the Texas sales
tax rebate was important/not important in
their decision to visit the retail center.

Sales Tax Rebate Filers/Non-Filers
Of the 212 Mexican respondents, 41.9

percent identified themselves as intended
filers and 37.3 percent as intended non-
filers (the remainder did not answer this
question). Similarities between the groups
are found for demographic data (age,
gender, and education levels) and non-
demographic data (arrival by car, previous
site-specific shopping experience, and
planned expenditures of more than $500).
Divergence occurred for family income
levels: 52 percent of intended filers re-
ported annual incomes of $40,000 or less
versus 68 percent of intended non-filers,
and 42 percent of intended filers have
annual income greater than $40,000 versus
23 percent of intended non-filers. Although
the vast majority of Mexican shoppers
indicated that they first learned of the mall
through family or friends, intended filers
report that they first learned of the mall
through commercial advertising at a higher
rate (19 percent versus 12 percent) than
intended non-filers. In addition, a consider-
ably higher proportion of Mexico City
shoppers plan to file for the rebate than do
shoppers from Monterrey, Mexico (59.2
percent versus 35 percent).

Satisfied/Unsatisfied with Sales Tax
Rebate Process

Forty-seven percent of the 212 Mexican
customers indicated some degree of
satisfaction with the application process to
receive a state sales tax rebate, 34 percent
indicated a degree of dissatisfaction, and
the remainder was neutral. Again, the
demographic data are similar with a few
notable exceptions. Those indicating
dissatisfaction tend to be older, somewhat
more educated (although the entire sample
reveals very high levels of education), and
wealthier than those responding that they
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The tax rebate was
important to 68.4
percent of the surveyed
shoppers and 13.2
percent indicated that
the tax rebate was
unimportant. The
notable differences in
demographic back-
grounds between the two
groups suggest that
those responding that
the sales tax rebate
was unimportant were
younger, wealthier, and
had shopped previously
at the retail center in
greater numbers than
those indicating that the
rebate was important.
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Mexican shoppers who
indicated that the sales
tax rebate program was
important in their
decision to shop at the
retail center planned to
file for the sales tax
rebate in significantly
greater numbers than
those who indicated it
was not an important
factor. Clearly, the
Texas sales tax rebate,
as it applies to Mexican
shoppers at in-land
destination retail centers,
helps attract foreign
customers to domes-
tic businesses.

were satisfied with the rebate process. Of
the satisfied group, 86 percent claimed
annual incomes of $40,000 and below, while
58 percent of the unsatisfied group pos-
sessed family incomes above $40,000 per
annum. Although the vast majority of
Mexican shoppers indicate they are likely
to return to the mall, a larger percentage (9
percent versus 1 percent) of those dissatis-
fied with the sales tax rebate process report
that they are unlikely to return to the mall.

Sales Tax Rebate Important/Not Important
The tax rebate was important to 68.4

percent of the surveyed shoppers, 13.2
percent indicated that the tax rebate was
unimportant, and the remaining Mexican
customers were neutral in their decision to
visit the retail center. The notable differ-
ences in demographic backgrounds
between the two groups suggest that those
responding that the sales tax rebate was
unimportant in their purchase intentions
were younger, wealthier, and had shopped
previously at the retail center in greater
numbers than those indicating that the sales
tax rebate was important in their visit to the
retail center. A larger percentage of
Mexican customers indicating that the tax
rebate was important in their decision first
learned about the mall through commercial
advertising (19 percent versus 0 percent),
and they were more likely to return to the
mall (96 percent versus 82 percent).

Statistical Insights
We sought to uncover statistical relation-

ships, if any, using filing (plans, satisfaction,
importance) and spending as our target
variables. For filers, we found no signifi-
cant relationships between satisfaction with
the sales tax rebate process and increased
spending or with an increased incidence of
intended filing for the sales tax rebate. We
also found no significant relationship
between Mexican shoppers’ plans to file
for a sales tax rebate and increased
spending or between the importance of the
sales tax rebate and an increase in planned
spending. However, a significant relation-
ship exists between those Mexicans
indicating that the sales tax rebate was
important and increased intended filing of

the sales tax rebate. We also found that
intended filers were more likely to be male
(1.6 times greater), less likely to make
more than $25,000 (73.8 percent less
likely), and less likely to have shopped at
the retail location before (63.5 percent less
likely) than non-filers.

Overall planned spending was related to
age, gender, income, overnight stay, and
previous shopping experience at the retail
location. For Mexican cross-border
shoppers, each additional year of age
represented a 9.5 percent increased
likelihood of higher spending. Using a
statistical technique called logistical
regression, we found that the probability of
being a high spender was increased by
variables including previous shopping
experience at the retail center (316.1
percent more likely), incomes of more than
$25,000 (120.3 percent more likely), and
travel with a planned overnight stay (264.1
percent more likely). Gender played a role
in affecting planned spending, with Mexi-
can men 73.4 percent less likely to be big
spenders than Mexican women.

Conclusions

As expected, Mexican shoppers who
indicated that the sales tax rebate was
important in their decision to shop at the
destination retail center planned to file for
the Texas sales tax rebate at higher levels
than Mexicans who regard the sales tax
rebate as unimportant (although planned
filing does not lead to increased spending).
Nevertheless, satisfaction with the sales
tax rebate process, in and of itself, did not
lead to a higher incidence of intended sales
tax rebate filing. Two-way direct correla-
tions between the sales tax rebate (impor-
tant/unimportant) and the rebate process
(satisfied/not satisfied) with planned
spending were not significant although
these variables were indirectly related to
one another in other multivariate analyses.

Mexican shoppers who indicated that the
sales tax rebate program was important in
their decision to shop at the retail center
planned to file for the sales tax rebate in
significantly greater numbers than those who
indicated it was not an important factor in
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The in-land destination
retail centers' marketing
campaigns may want to
target higher-income
female Mexican shoppers
through customer loyalty
programs and overnight
stay promotions.

their decision. Clearly, the Texas sales tax
rebate, as it applies to Mexican shoppers
at in-land destination retail centers, helps
attract foreign customers to domestic
businesses. The data further indicate that
advertising (TV, radio, billboards, tourist
brochures, direct mail, and newspapers) is
an effective means of informing prospec-
tive Mexican customers about the Texas
sales tax rebate. Promotion of the rebate,
however, may be most effective if
targeted to first-time in-land shoppers,
usually males living in households in the
Mexico City area and earning less than
$25,000. Conversely, wealthy Mexican
shoppers are not induced by the sales tax
rebate to spend more and thus need not
be targeted for promotion of the Texas
sales tax rebate program.

Individual U.S. state policy can simplify
or complicate the rebate process. In Texas,
the sales tax rebate program is relatively
easily accessed in order to sway Mexican
shoppers to spend their money in the state.
This seems to be having the intended
effect, as 75 percent of the surveyed
Mexican shoppers are satisfied with the
sales tax rebate process and those
satisfied with the process are more likely
to return to the mall to shop—and
spend—again. And Mexican shoppers do
spend: 78 percent of the shoppers in our
study spent more than $500 and 42 percent
spent more than $1,000 per visit. Despite
the relatively high levels of spending, the
data do not support the idea that the sales
tax rebate process induces higher spending.

The analyses do suggest, however, that
higher-income female Mexican shoppers
who had previously shopped at the retail
center and who include an overnight stay
do spend more than other groups. Thus, the
in-land destination retail centers’ marketing
campaigns may want to target this
demographic group through customer
loyalty programs and overnight stay
promotions. In addition, regional develop-
ment officials may try to tap into this big
spending group through spillover campaigns.

Other variables such as income, age,
gender, previous cross-border shopping
experience, and the likelihood of an
overnight stay are also important in the

shopping decision. Our study indicates that
an overwhelming percentage (90+ percent)
of the Mexican shoppers drive to Texas.
Thus, the impact of the Department of
Homeland Security’s US-VISIT program,6

border crossing times and security checks,
and the transportation infrastructure are
also likely to have an increasing impact on
the willingness of Mexicans to shop in
Texas. As such, Texas has an economic
interest in trying to ensure a balance
between the commercial and security goals
of our border policies.

Notes

1.  Economic Development and Tourism, “Top 12
Countries of International Travelers to Texas,”
www.travel.state.tx.us/.

2.  Texas Center for Border Economic and Enterprise
Development, http://texascenter.tamiu.edu/
texcen_services/.

3. Economic Development and Tourism, "Top 12
Countries of International Travelers to Texas,"
www.travel.state.tx.us/.

4. Frederic Dimanche, 2003, “The Louisiana Tax
Free Shopping Program for International Visitors: A
Case Study,” Journal of Travel Research, 41(1), 311-14.

 5. Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts, 2003,
“Improve State and Local Sales Tax Collections,”
www.window.state.tx.us/etexas2003/gg31.html. The
Texas sales tax was initiated in 1961, and sales tax
rebates for foreign trade initially followed the
system (similar to other U.S. states) of goods
required to be shipped before tax would be refunded.
The manifiesto system with its licensed customs
brokers was created in 1985 in response to wide-
spread accusations of fraud by shipping agents and
freight forwarders under the previous tax rebate
system. Current debate highlights the difficulties
encountered in combating fraud in the Texas
manifiesto system and how changes to the system
may affect the contribution of Mexican consumers
to the Texas economy.

6. The US-VISIT program, launched in 2004, is a
sophisticated system of security measures designed
to screen most foreign nationals upon their arrival in
and departure from U.S. air, sea, and land border
ports. The screening includes collecting biometric
and biographic information at U.S. visa-issuing
posts. The program applies to all visitors (with
limited exemptions) entering the United States,
regardless of country of origin or whether they are
traveling on a visa.�
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Announcement

�
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ocixeM 000,383,5 000,678,5 000,218,5 000,743,5

adanaC 000,253 000,972 000,162 000,742

modgniKdetinU 000,861 000,781 000,651 000,831

ynamreG 000,121 000,66 000,68 000,77

napaJ 000,69 000,56 000,19 000,67

 Estimated Numbers of International Travelers to Texas,
Top Five Countries

Source: Office of the Governor Economic Development & Tourism,
www.travel.state.tx.us
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